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Voznesenski & Yevtushenko 1 *

Two Russian poets visited Minneapolis in the winter of 1973.
Yevtushenko arrived with a jetload of Soviet reporters and protocol
men, Voznesenski under the cover of night, with less than a day's
notice.

A group of Ukrainian dissidents
pamphleted Yevtushenko’s appearance
at Macalester Fieldhouse, blasting the poet
for putting a sensitive face on Russian brutality.
Yevtushenko smiled as if to say,
I have nothing to do with this.
He was splendrous in his Wranglers,
and drank from a crystal pitcher of milk.

Suddenly the protesters charged the stage
knocking the poet down and upsetting the dais.
I along with others stood to block the attackers’ escape.

Yevtushenko stood on the platform
and blinked away milk.

When word came of Voznesenski's visa,
Northrop Auditorium was cordoned off
so a mere 50 people dotted the 5,000 seats
while, standing like a speck below,

1 Namedroppings (1982)
* I filled a sketchbook called Namedroppings around 1972. It was never

published. I include several of those poems here. It seemed off to me that I,
a nobody from the Midwest, was running into people of note: Ravi Shankar,
Hubert Humphrey, George Steinbrenner, W. H. Auden. I even managed a
secondhand sighting for Hitler. It occurred to me that people may not care
about me, but maybe they would care about these celebrities if I wrote
about them. They weren't!
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the poet groaned like a swinging pendulum
muttering the grim toll of 'Goya' and other poems
in the only language he knew.

No one understood him, yet all were afraid.

Afterward they got together at Chester Anderson's
to boast and jostle and drink,
Voznesenski alone with a puzzled frown on his face.
Several beers later, I took to the bathroom,
where Chester's golden retriever lay on a pink poof rug.
I stepped over the dog to pee.
Behind me, Voznesenski crept into the room
And knelt by the dog a foot from my stream
Splashing against the porcelain lip.
He scratched the dogs ears and smiled serapically
His two eyes closed, his face held out,
the dew like communion from God
on his face, as if finally, finally free.
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Poets Ruin Everything 2

A roomful is like a guild meeting of the gods
And they are petty, jealous ones.

If they are friendly they are unctuous and you wonder
What they want from you, perhaps the sense
that they are not really very good
But with a little politicking with you they might be
admitted to the inner ring
And thus avoid the death of being bad,
and the embarrassment of having thought otherwise.
In any event they seem nice but you dare not believe them
For they are peddling wax fruit from the back of a truck.

If they are unfriendly it is because they are intimidated
by everyone
Except the people they are able to intimidate,
and they are always trying
To decrease the first group by increasing the second one.
They are bullies plain and simple but they do it
with attitude
instead of muscle.
The work no longer matters to them,
just who is in and who is out, and what explanation
they can concoct for being out themselves.
A good excuse is better than a poem;
in fact that is the kind of poem they write, and
some are pretty good.

The worst are those who turn you into a member
of the unfriendly group
because they write a brand of inoffensive and sincere verse
that ordinary people sitting in the front rows get,

2 Desalinization (2010)
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and these simple thoughts vault them to the head of the pack,
and their poems appear in the more coveted magazines,
and then you are the jealous one and obliged to loathe yourself,
but at least you did not sneer at them at parties or call them names
or if you did they were merely passive expressions.
"I couldn’t wait to hear more of your work."
"When I read your poems I want to close the book and just be."

And then there are the others, you can't describe them
because you never see them.
You don’t know how much they drink or if they know
their kids' names or if they worship Pan in a laurel grove
because they keep their heads down, and when you
read a poem by them
you feel your intestines knot because it is the real thing
and you want to break into their houses at night
and rifle their cupboards and bag up their secrets
and then you would be as clean as them,
but it's no good, because they're too good,
they aren't even aware that there's a competition,
they seem plugged into some whole other thing
and anyway you don’t know where they live.



High in the Foothills 3 *

a man pulls a fish
from a stream

3 Borrowing from Minneapolis (To Pay St. Paul), 1980
* This was my definition of a poem in 1977



Auden in Minnesota 4

On the worst winter evening of 1972, W. H. Auden,
who had never traveled west of New York City,
read from his work on the campus of St. John's University,
60 miles north of Minneapolis.

At this point in his life Auden,76, was so grand a figure
that many thought him dead already and enshrined
in Westminster Abbey.
He was the poet’s poet, the cigar store Indian
with his roadmapped face
And perpetual cigarette, the man who could do
anything with a line.

A surrealist friend and I drove up on bald tires, cars veering out
of the hypnotic white at us, narrow shoulders
shrugging us to right and to left.
Two hours later we stomped up the snowy chapel steps
and took our places in the back of the hall as the legend
lurched to the podium.

He looked venerable as snow and wrinkled as an armadillo,
and drunk as the situation permitted.
Toothless he slurred through the “Musée des Beaux Arts,”
through the homages to Yeats and Freud,
and all the companions of his youth, of war and hell
and golden bough and burning bird.
And no one understood a word,
except once, between coughs, when he very clearly
pronounced the words “old fag.”

Afterward we elbowed the undergraduates for an autograph
on a Modern Library edition of his Selected Poems

4 Namedroppings (1982)



and as I twisted out a hand clasped mine.
It was the hand of a professor friend, named Ted,
who had written his one and only published monograph
on Auden and his work, and he was too devoted
to the master to stay at home that awful January night,
but too shy, too proud, to venture into the push and shove.

I will never forget the look in Ted's eyes as he gazed at the scrawl
on my frontispiece – actual writing of the actual writer –
“Warmest regards, Wystan.”
And being a sap, I gave it to him.
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The Lord God Addresses
the Convocation of Poets

You who puff yourselves up with words,
hear me now.
All you who achieve with the arch of an eyebrow
what you would not do with honest toil.
You who are persuaded that living sordidly
lifts you above these other my creatures,
who imagine that I harbor special grace and store

for the masturbators and malingerers
of this my world. (Yes!)
You who imagine that being unable to speak simply
and without design
are signs of my special favor.
Blow trumpets, howl winds, swirl gyres of ocean and cyclone and
rage.

I break with the poets of the field and the air,
I deny the poets of the heather and hearth,
I forswear the poets of water and land
who get it wrong more consistently
than idiots quaking in the square
or misbegotten monsters who live but an hour
goggle-eyed in their mothers' maws.
Break thunder, break cataracts, break trees at the knees,
break promises not to destroy you again
in a boat, in a fire, in a meteor blast.

While you amuse yourselves that I send muses
to each of you
to draw out the milk of your beauty,
as if legions of angels had nothing better to do
than attend to the daydreams of lazy vanity,
pet preference of the I-Am.
O, do not play footsie with the whirlwind,
do not make nice with death-in-life,
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Crush granite, strike planet, crush heaven with one swipe,
curse me as a jealous god that I am harried by these gnats,
will no one relieve me of their pretense?
I've grown tired of the customary acts of faith,
widow women turning on spits,
infidels lighting the streets into town –
I want a special cut of meat from my subjects,
the hearts of their poets pierced en brochette,
the best minds of their generations sauteed.

Down with the poets, commence the crusade.
Line them up and start shooting, mow them down in my name.
Begin with the successful ones in the same towns as you,
the men and women in salons who know
that if they were in any real place
and not some jerkwater parish far from Rome
they would be nobody at all.
The people who get endlessly recycled in anthologies,
panels, talk shows, the works,

they who have started to take it for granted
that they are the spokesmen for nature's art,
the voice of the flowers, the agent of the wood,
and talk and mince like boneless politicians.
Have them get ready to bathe.
Then get the street poets who might have amounted to something
because at least they had energy
if only they'd set aside being mad at people who've done them no
harm
but that would mean losing the attitude

that is their weapon of choice
in an unworthy world so forget that.
My apocalyptic friends, you would not know an apocalypse
if one bit you on the ass.
The pagan poets – find them, tell them
the Lord God Jehovah says –
BOOGABOOGA!
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The surrealists – find them! Tell them who would make madness
an artform that I won't let them be crazy.

Hobble their imaginations, hamstring their minds,
let them be prisoners of syllogistic logic,
unable to free-associate or make the jettes of thought
that make them feel superior.
The solipsists – let every reality be real except theirs,
let their mirrors explode and the shards eviscerate them,
In the hall of death let them be hamburger.
I want files of dadaists turned into actuaries,
hauling their crossbeams up the ancient hill.

The suicide poets – dig them up,
and reshape their mouths into smiles,
hang lobster bibs around their necks,
put them to work doing community service,
for the people they shucked off and the examples they set.
The myth poets who walk in the shadows of shadows,
drive them out into the light,
invite them as guests to our poem pogrom.
And the introspects who do not get out of bed

until every dream is written down, rouse them and tell them
I have something nonmetaphorical to share with them,
Real spikes and real nails, and broken teeth and broken bones.
Call in the botanical poets and the bird poets from the fields –
naming things and reporting on their noises and smells,
and in all matters particularizing,
imagining this is what I do with you –
find them, mulch them, restore them to their world,
the rich good manure of poets.

The social poets who don't write much
but never miss a party,
tell them they won't miss my party,
I've got them on my list.
With a bullet.
The alcoholic poets with the hair-trigger responses
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and faltering follow-up,
who sought refuge in the weak stuff, spirits of grain,
their flame will be smokeless, clean and blue.

Tell the writers of confessional poems their penance
shall be infinite fire throughout infinite time.
Tell the poets of rhymed verse my favorite poet is Whitman,
because of the resemblance.
Tell the feminists about my long white beard.
Tell the writers of love poems I hate them.
Tell the poets obsessed with rhyme and meter
that a clock is ticking
in their asses, and their moment of glory is nearly come round.

Light ovens, start fires, pitch boil till blackness
fills my nostrils like perfume.
The smoke of a thousand poets in residence,
who communicate in surreptitious form
the lack of respect extended them in departmental meetings
because they don't know anything anyone with a brain
lodged inside a skull would pay $100 an hour to learn.
Feed to the reaper the country poets who drive into town
to depict the horrors of the street in verse.

Feed to the incinerator the city poets who take the highway out
to bless the headwaters and mouth the names of dead medicine
men,
whom I personally know,
and who if they saw you standing there, spiral notebooks at the
ready,
would split you down the middle
with an adze, or an atlatl,
they were good honest people don't you know.
Torch their jackets with the patches on the elbows,
string up and debowel their pedigreed dogs,

bring me the beating heart of the ceremonial poet
assigned the dedications of new gymnasiums
and alumni center parking ramps,
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flay the chancered workshop poets who labor with laser
and page the world with simultaneous submissions
of the same thick verse a hundred times over,
a backbreak of postmen, a slaughter of spruce
and for what, some pointless exercise in imitability
that gives pleasure to neither reader nor world,

slack stillborn refraction of art,
a bag of vomit from an unclean mouth,
vanity everywhere, top and bottom,
fetch matches, fetch torches, fetch fire.
Rage, quake, pestle, shout,
all the pretty ones blotted out,
Women poets ploughed with lime and the men enriched with
manure,
Invite every glad spirit who puts down the words,
the terribly timid, who confide the only truths they know

to incomprehensible lines that no one will read,
O, their fragile courage moves me so,
how do I attend to the business of keeping the bodies in motion
and the atoms charged
knowing they are having a bad day in a dormitory in
Pennsylvania,
heap them high like hosannas of unexercised flesh.
Death to the clay-faced outdoorsman who writes in a cabin
deep in the woods by the light of a candle and trust fund.
Death to the radical poets who assailed the princes

that I myself had installed,
making their jobs even more impossible and unpleasant
than I had made them to begin with
O you who make life difficult but sleep in till ten,
draw tenure, clink glasses late into the night,
You're highly regarded, you're very well read.
I grind your bones to make my bread.
My prophecy is plain, my prophecy is pain,
my prediction mass graves and smoking soil,
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nutritious to the earth beyond all reckoning,
they that held such store in words
instead bequeath calcium, nitrogen, zinc as their gifts,
their limbs interwoven in a tapestry
that puts the lie to their individuality,
O, that one there, row four hundred, two hundred sixty-fifth from
the right,
did you know he was a genius, a genius, a genius, a genius!
My geniuses are cloth.
Come to my supper and sit at my table,

hens and chickens stewing in your broth.
I turn all your whining water to sangria,
all your crumbs to angel food.
You are fit and right and meat to me.
Climb inside the warm abode I have prepared for you
for a trillion churning years.
As you are creators
and as I am creator
let us now be as one,

alive
in the
LAVA
of language.
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Dream of Whitman

I dreamed I played basketball
with the bard of America,
he spun the globe on his finger
and said, young fellow,
you must not dwell inside yourself,
step out, step up to the world
where everything is revealed.
I stood in the rain on the bridge with him
and he shouted into the din,
There is no modesty now,
no inhibition,
no deflected blows.
He clasped me around the shoulders:
My son, it all just goes!
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In Minnesota

A friend showed me a poem he had written
and I was appalled.
Why did you type these words, I asked.
It's so sad, you could have been brushing carrots instead,
or changing the gravel in your fish tank,
something useful.

What you wrote is so poetic
and such a lot of work
and so hard to understand,
it's a wonder that you did it.

Have you ever considered that your muse
is out to get you,
to embarrass you so badly with her inspiration
that you dare not leave your house?

Consider the possibility.

It's funny because life is full of adventures
and coincidences
and funny stories,
but this is what we always write about
O my soul the Stygian darkness ...

You know what we should be doing?
We should be laughing our asses off
at our ridiculous lives
and the bumpy journeys we've all been sent on.
We should be passing the jug
and blowing wine out our noses
at the incessant meddling of God,
not hid indifference to our plights.

A poem should be like sticking your fingers
in a lamp base
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to see what it feels like,
it should make us clap like toddlers
or tin monkeys with cymbals,
we should be rolling our eyes
and sneezing underwater.

Instead of writing what you've written
you should appear on stage
and flip a lightswitch
a hundred times until everyone
sees green and magenta circles
blipping in front of their eyes,
now that would be a poem.

But evidently I'm in Minnesota
and we have taken a vow,
and we'll say no more of this for now.
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Critique

I slapped the man's manuscript in my hand.
“The truth is, your work is almost entirely masturbatory.”

He clasped me by the shoulders and gazed into my eyes.
“Finally, someone understands!”
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'Abandon'

As a noun it can be
a wonderful thing
a severing of restrictions
a tossing off,
'She gave herself to total abandon.'

As a verb it is to be avoided
a father driving west
away from his kids,
a baby making fists in a basket
'When she most needed you
was when you abandoned her.'

Only occasionally
it cuts a fresh groove.
'We abandoned that way of thinking
as destructive.'
'She abandoned all claims
and went forward.'
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A Great One *

I never constructed a great one with my hands,
one that, once released, swept cities away like a runaway

reservoir,
and people did not resist its surge

because they knew the flood was for them,

Because a great one feels like it knows who you are,
has taken up your cause without you being awares.

A great one is compassionate yet ignorant,
It knows you better than you know yourself,

It is courageous because it doesn't give a shit
if it's corny and it doesn't care if you try to pass it

through the baleen of your ideology
to filter its truth until it becomes acceptable

A great one is like a hammer-blow to the head
And the best of us feel we have been pummeled to mush,

Our heads are like boiled bowling balls, empty and malleable
and marked by a preternatural swirl.

A great one lays down its life for you with a laugh
Because it knows it can never die, its gestures

Cost it nothing, at the end of this movie another one begins,
and so the penalties we dread facing are a joke to it.

It is always flush with cash because it is of a piece with riches,
It picks up every check and leaves hundred dollar tips.
A great one is generous because money is infinite
but you cannot know this until you spend it.

A great one summers on the cape and winters in the mountains

* This began as an essay about what makes a poem great. But then I thought,
who cares about that? What makes anything great? What does great mean
exactly? What is a great one? By ''vaguing up' the topic, it seemed to work
better.

http://vimeo.com/10630936
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Because the air is better and the company convivial
And the pinchball on the atomizer is never out of reach
So that the voice is ever liquid and the timbre ever strong.

It is ushered into the waiting limousine
And speeds away to the next great moment,
The testimonial banquet, the honorary degree,

The reception line that loops back on itself like an homage to
infinity.

The great one acknowledges no competitors,
dips its bread in the bowl and mops up all the wine,

we stand in its wake as it shrinks to a dot, teary-eyed, choking
on the blue fumes of its burning.
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Fountain Pen Poem

When I folded it,
A shadow copy appeared,

the message of mystery
you always want to write

that could mean anything or nothing
and slanted in the wrong direction

like a sentence that doesn't know fear.
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Mobile Greek Chorus

Radio dispatched, they can be on hand
to minister to every moment of panic

They know somehow what is in your heart
and what must be weighed against what

Sympathetic to you, but also mindful
of the needs of the larger community

Should you act out of rage or selfish desire,
that might be it for Denmark

They explain what the hero cannot
Because they have the common touch

Still the megaphones seem a bit much
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The College of Poets
We were cut off from one another for so long,
And now we are assembled
Yearning to connect and tell one another
We understand, we understand, we understand.

All the envy has been hosed away.
If we criticize it is in the name of collegiality
And solely with the objective
Of making a good thing better.

Garlands of asphodel deck our brows
Figures of speech hover in the air:
'Amputees twitching their phantom limbs'
'Neutered dogs attending to their nutsacks'
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Poet Struck By Train
for Denis Joe of Liverpool, who had a bad day

I hear the chime in the poem's voice
and in the notes you write
you hunger for truth and you tell it too
you understand pain is the face of injustice
in an otherwise lopsided world

I know what it is like to fall forever
and wonder how there could be
anything additional below
no whiskered root to grab hold of

why rage against a world
that can't help being busted?

fire is proof that fire exists
and can't be extinguished ever
not by a train a thousand miles long
smashing into cheek and bone

the human heart is infinite
survives these raggedy envelopes, us,
keeps beating after red-faced suns
have hissed and had their say
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My Darling Serpentine 5

I thought it was so tragic
And nothing could be badder
I peeked inside the basket
and beheld the speckled adder

I predicted mass destruction
The rope could only tighten
But no noose is a good noose
It was a cat-eyed python

I thought I had shed blood for you
There was none such as this
'The poet of the universe'
And then I heard the hiss

5 Desalinization (2010)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aw5jFV-xTSA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aw5jFV-xTSA
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Beheaded

The word has been undermined
so you think of mattocks
and stained chopping blocks, it

should be a term of approval, as in
that is one well-beheaded young man,
and he will go places, or

her beauty was beheaded with
a diadem of roses that pulsed
with fragrance in the dying light, or

for use in a vow
when it must be especially clear
what we intend, as I'll
beheaded home soon
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What Is a Painting

First it is a meditation
on the thing that is in it,
a boat, a man playing cards,
and the way the man
looks a the others around him.

A house shivers under a cold sun
its shingles blown aslant,
the paint is bleared and blued
by hot and dripping rain.

Then it's a dance with light,
because no one paints
in the dark. Seeing is what
it's all about.

Then the shadows play
on the faces, the light reveals
what burns inside –
tiredness, suffering, boundless joy.

Finally it is action,
there are strokes involved,
strokes! each one a mighty blow
to untruth, an assault

so one is having an adventure
on one's feet, a duel to the death
or to life, or however,
but it is just exciting, you see.

We get into trouble,
then work our way out again..
And while I am no painter,
I think of this undertaking
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with an unaccustomed
reverence –
it may be the closest
I ever come to God.
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Peace Poem 6

It’s like you’re driving the interstate
And you hit a pothole and blow out a strut
And you stand by the roadside
Kicking the chrome
And cursing the road maintenance crew
For being too late with a shovel of patch
Saying son of a bitch what a crummy system
And you don’t seem to notice
The headless horse in the crook of a tree,
Or that there is no road, just stink and smoke,
And the days that used to make you
Call on God for better times
Are never coming back.

6 Moab (2005)
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The Secret
knowing there is one
makes everything awkward

we're all supposed to know it
but no one's allowed to say

what it is, still there's
all this nodding

http://vimeo.com/9251297
http://vimeo.com/9251297
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Disavowal

Be wary of poems that mount the pedestal
Brandishing bright words, or better still
stand guard and prick up your ears.
A deeper peace will take a thousand years.

http://vimeo.com/9251297
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Writers

Writers start out all right
they pay attention to things and deliver reports
on the way things are, it is a useful function
they perform

but then something happens

someone will say, you know, this is interesting,
and you can see it go bad
like a banana going brown
they enjoy the attention and want more
and tell themselves I could create lots of these reports,
they're not that hard to do
now that I know how to do it

and then they want readers
and they they want comments
and then they want praise
and then they want praise
bulging out of the faucet
night and day like an endless drip.

until they are no longer reporters
but debutants on a featherbed
chins in their hands and their feet
waggling behind them

tell me more about myself
tell me more
and they're not working
for you any more

you say everyone needs encouragement
it's not true
encouraging only encourages them
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Prayer for Poets 7

Let a thing be what we say it is.
If a donkey is eating corn
let the donkey not be an allegory
nor the corn a corn byproduct.

Let us not despise readers
for not getting us
when we did nothing to let them in,
and everything to keep them out.

Let every offering be a gift,
first from you and then from us.
Let 'Let this serve you well'
be both credo and manifesto.

Do not let us fall down
the well of our awareness.
Neither let us feel special
Just because we hear music.

Lead us not into obscurity,
and deliver us from brilliance.
For thine is the poem
forever amen.

7 You (2002)
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Patty Canney 8

Her paintings are light
and colorful, only a woman
could or would portray these
languid hesitations –

a visitor in a gallery leaning into
an oil,
a male dancer during break, chest out,
unable not to strike a pose,
a dress dummy in a window,
headless yet still pretty.

In each case there is something beautiful and timeless,
and at the same instant diminutive,
a sigh of human exasperation.

Children dripping ice cream
into dappled hands,
a man slouched in a chair in an atrium
biding more time than he wishes.
A garment hanging on a nail,
awaiting the impartation of flesh.

It is an everyday world of grace and
impatience,
One we bustle through every day,
hands in pockets and eyeballs rolling,
forgetting we are art.

8 The Rapture (2009)

http://vimeo.com/10206903
http://vimeo.com/10206903
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To the Young Poet Who Wished
To Know How to Do Better 9

Your haiku
are too long.

9 Horses Work Hard (2000)
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Remainders 10

Copies of my poems went on sale at Odegard Books,
The precise word is remaindered,
Marked down from three ninety five to just the ninety five,
And it hit me that this gambit by the bookstore
Was just what people had been waiting for.

Sure, you expect people to hold back,
Especially at today's prices. Three ninety five is
A piece of change, no doubt about it,
And there must be people who thumb the book
And pat it with one hand as if weighing the
Poems against the expense, the expense against
The poems, take one step toward the cashier
And then fail in their purpose, put the book back
In the rack, and pick up a copy of American Poetry Review,
Beautiful things wonderfully said,
For under three dollars, a wonderful buy, instead.

But who could balk at ninety five cents,
Why, that's less than a dollar with a nickel left over,
You could buy the poems and have enough to
Handle the sales tax, nineteen for the poet and
One for the State of Minnesota and its beautiful
Forests and waterfowl.

[Actually, all nineteen don't go to the poet. I was
Promised a ten percent royalty, which meant forty cents
On the full price, and the fine print here says
When a book goes remainder there isn't really
Any royalty at all, but I don't care, I didn't
Write them for the forty cents, you see,
I wrote them for this feeling I'm having right now
Of breaking through, of getting out,
Of seeing the birds I'd stored in the box
Fly out of it, white wings fair

10 Remainders (1990)
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clapping the morning air.]

Ninety five cents for thirty five poems,
That's less than three pennies apiece. Here's one
About some weeds growing in sidewalk cracks,
So what, it's only six lines long but at three cents
Who's going to complain? Here's another,
A beautiful lyric, a love poem connecting
To the Italian futurist movement of the nineteen-teens,
It was published in a number of respected magazines,
For less than three cents you won't need a vacation tour
This year, just read the words and feel their awful power.

Or the final poem, I call it 'The Light, ' which was all
My life in sonnet length, how there were things
I thought I always wanted, but when I got them they were
Different, or I was unable to recognize them – such pathos
As would melt the stony heart, and I lay it all down
For you, vulnerable, small, the shattered clown,
The paper trembles with the grief of truth,

Because here it is, softcover renascence,
And all it costs is three lousy cents.
My ear to the ground I can detect the build
Of momentum, people swearing off bad habits forever,
People afraid to look one another in the eye
Now looking and seeing the pain and love that had been there
All along, now reaching out, fingertips touching,
The sting of tears collecting in the corners
Of millions and thousands, the soft collapse
Of a hundred brittle barriers of reason and attitude
Finally available, the incandescent word
At prices the masses can afford.

Let us go now, you and I, to Odegards.
For life has many sales but few true bargains.
Let us take the silver coins and hand them to the person
And remember to ask for the receipt, if you're a poet
Your whole life is deductible.
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Oh daughters of Homer gather round his knees
And hear him sing his saltstrong songs.
There are myriad of you there,
A speckled galaxy of brave little lights,
Fresh washed garments tucked under your knees,
Eager for instruction and keen for meaning,
He cannot see you but he hears you breathing.
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Kerouac's Will
“Nobody Owns Jack Kerouac” – Jack Shea

They are fighting over the poet's estate,
who gets the royalties, who owns the rights.

To manuscripts, diaries, thousands of letters
One will after another is thrown out in court

The family scrambles to sell off his stuff.
Johnny Depp paid $15,000 for a trenchcoat.

Surprise of surprises, the bum on the road
is worth about $20 million,

a man with $91 in his checking account
at the moment of his death
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Why a Poem and Not Prose?

I acknowledge from the outset
you lose 99% of readers
because they hate it this way

We live in prose, we toil in prose,
we wish we could spend every minute in prose
because it's manageable and workmanlike

and reasonable,
you can measure yourself against it
hell you can even write it,

Whereas poetry raises so many doubts,
it is a temptation to lay it on thick
and getting vacuumed up your own butthole

Sometimes a shark is taking bites of you
your chum is bleeding into the ocean around you
a poem allows it, and paragraphs don't

Or we awaken from a terror dream
and there is God by the maple bureau
and he's clicking his mandibles

And sometimes you just need
to stuff a hummingbird
into a milkweed pod

and for that a milkweed pod is ideal
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Bad Poem

There is the sickening moment
when you realize he isn't going
to pull out of this
and the black smoke pours
from the manifold,
and the pilot heads into
the horizon
and it would be sad except
he had it coming
and this is how nature
scrubs itself clean.
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If You Like Poetry

There probably something wrong with you.
You have an appetite for grandiosity,
or inability to deal with everyday reality
your sense of self has been splintered
so you dwell in solipsistic space.
Perhaps you are afraid of confrontation
and so you seek retribution on the page.
Or your anger at injustice
has taken you to a place where
you need to smolder by yourself,
Or your attention span is not what it might be –
isn't that a spider on your sweater?
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Dot's Cafe 11

A cup of coffee is a joke
the night tells
awake in the dark
in the unsponged booth

Vapor fogs the phone
booth door
my quarter falls forever
down a well

Bugs pack against the screen
surrounding
and disarming
in the hi-beam

Headlights scatter
sudden rain
small faces
on the windowpane

A cup of coffee is a kind of kiss
lip to warm lip
then leave a napkin poem
as a tip

11 Horses Work Hard (2000)
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I Saw a Deer, Now I Must Write a Poem12

I saw a buck bolt onto Highway 5, down by the airport,
where workers are fixing the bridge.

Suddenly it was there, standing by the shoulder,
its side all rough as if scraped against stone,
then bolting into traffic, dodging cars,
leaping over the lane divider,
skidding away from a trailer truck, then vaulting
onto a bank of unaccustomed slag, and dancing, whitetail
bounding, back into the trees.

The wrong place at the wrong time, rush hour,
it was lucky it didn't get run over.
Motorists were shocked, workers stared open-mouthed.
The frantic look in the deer's eyes spelled
terror, confusion, the suggestion of reproach.

Deer and construction sites don't mesh,
the deer so fragile sprinting between bulldozers.
The overarching sense that road construction is wrong
and cars should pull over and give the natural order
the right of way and any poet seeing a deer
in the wild must file a complete report,
express solidarity with the animal,
remorse for the thud of mankind,
acknowledge complicity in the hazing
of innocent blood.

I was thinking that if deer
had short legs and made grunting noises
there would be fewer poems about them.

12 Sunset Lake (1989)
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In Minnesota

A friend showed me a poem he had written
and I was appalled.
Why did you type these words, I asked.
It's so sad, you could have been brushing carrots instead,
or changing the gravel in your fish tank,
something useful.

What you wrote is so poetic
and such a lot of work
and so hard to understand,
it's a wonder that you did it.

Have you ever considered that your muse
is out to get you,
to embarrass you so badly with her inspiration
that you dare not leave your house?

Consider the possibility.

It's funny because life is full of adventures
and coincidences
and funny stories,
but this is what we always write about
O my soul the Stygian darkness ...

You know what we should be doing?
We should be laughing our asses off
at our ridiculous lives
and the bumpy journeys we've all been sent on.
We should be passing the jug
and blowing wine out our noses
at the incessant meddling of God,
not hid indifference to our plights.

A poem should be like sticking your fingers
in a lamp base
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to see what it feels like,
it should make us clap like toddlers
or tin monkeys with cymbals,
we should be rolling our eyes
and sneezing underwater.

Instead of writing what you've written
you should appear on stage
and flip a lightswitch
a hundred times until everyone
sees green and magenta circles
blipping in front of their eyes,
now that would be a poem.

But evidently I'm in Minnesota
and we have taken a vow,
and we'll say no more of this for now.
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Mighty Poem

There is a paradox in English, that some words mean
the opposite of themselves.
Thus sanction can mean ether permission or impermission.
Now, one of our commonest words, might,
can mean raw power, almost beyond measure,
the might of the hydroelectric dam,
the might of God,
the might of Mighty Mouse,
and on the other hand it is the subjunctive form of the verb may,
meaning it's possible, conceivable, it could go either way.
Looks like it might rain.
I might go to the dance with you,
a locomotive might be a speeding hound, or it might not.
You can feel the power leak out of that form.
The subjunctive maybe – it doesn't get less mighty than that.
And most poets take refuge in the maybe--
I might change my life.
There might be a God,
Aman might dream,
who knows.

*

Poets are pussies, it's a well-known fact.
We languish daytimes on our sofas in our gherkins
and blue silk stockings,
chewing our hangnails,
play Mother Might I and order out.

We are like oil paintings of sad clowns
with bleared greasepaint
that normal people can't look at long
because it causes confused feelings.

And when we fight we are like women slapping
because we are afraid to land a punch.
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We think about flowers and our dead grandmothers
and maybe we suck on our thumbs,

*

When are we going to fight like men?
When will we challenge ourselves not to be more sensitive
or to bear greater pain or to honor the past
but to advance a proposition
and make it stick?
Why are we so miserable and insecure and envious?
Who cares what fucking Frank got from the Carnegie Mellon
Fund?
Why aren't we being obvious, and sentimental, and funny?
Why aren't we getting drunk and falling down the stairs?
Why are so few poems about ballgames and tits
when those are what we love?
Why aren't love poems gushing out of us like springwater from a
stone?
Why aren't we thanking our mothers and fathers?
We should be endorsing candidates and christening bridges
and honoring the dead.
We shouldn't be going over anyone's head
including our own.
We should be clear as champagne
and twice as fun.

*

Amighty poem is not a maybe poem.
It flows like rushing water to the sea.
A mighty poem is for everyone.
It tolls for you as well as tolls for me.
Amighty poem burns calories and works on you
until you have to stop and breathe.
A mighty poem is willing to pay the cost.
It says to you, get furious, or lost.
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Building a Poem

Amighty gate swings open
with the very first line,
it is your declaration that something great is underway,
and the reader must pull over
and idle his engine.

The opening stanza has a curse placed upon it –
it must be very good but it mustn't swamp the boat.
You have to something to follow it up.

And isn't that the problem with everything, the middle?
Being born is amazing, and going out again at the end
is inevitably dramatic,
but in between is where the good ideas get stifled
like sneezes into handkerchiefs,
in between is where we sow sunflowers and salt
to keep people guessing.

And now the suspense builds, as the first plates
spun on sticks start to wobble,
and the performer furrows his brow
and glances up
at the source of clearest danger,
all this while perched on a steel cable stretched taut
with one end in the tenement,
the other on Park Avenue,
this is a good time for the neighborhood clown
to reveal his broken heart,
with a digression about childhood disappointment.

And then, not with a clap but something like a hush
as the crowd parts and the donkey
shambles into the courtyard riderless,
but dragging a rope of clanking cans behind it,
and in between its clapboard teeth
a pink begonia as big as the world.
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I Know Who You Are

Day after day
Like a lover with a wound
I keep after you

What have I wanted to give you all this time
That I keep making offerings
And promises of love

Why do I run to you every chance I get
And tell you again of my ardor

As if I had the answers
As if I had the cure
For all of the sickness
That walks through the world

It makes sense to me
That I peel away the mask
And see the damp light of your seeing

O my loving loved one
My huckleberry friend
Cast with me up the waters,
We float, hands close
But never touching
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How many times I have longed
To hold you in my arms
And give you kisses deep
My silent, good companion

You the mind inside my mind
You the breathing presence
And though you have never spoken
I have wooed you all this time

My other, my angel, my flower
I write and you read
without words
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Pop
Robert Bly at Plymouth Congregational Church, May 9, 2011

"A man requires many fathers in life.
They do not always know who they are."

It was billed as possibly the great man's final reading in the Twin
Cities, and we were urged to arrive early because seating was at a
premium.

I had not heard Bly read in 33 years. In the 1970s I revered him,
and was one of scores of young writers who wanted to tear off a
chunk of him and graft it to ourselves. Bly was a breakaway
figure for the generation -- exciting, funny, subversive, literary
but also extra-literary, pointing a pathway away from poetry's
academic confines and into the high country of dreams, fables,
Jungian psychology and eastern wisdom. He was the Nazz.

In his 40s when I met him, he was already a prophet, assailing
presidents and urging a teardown of the false categories of
western thinking. As he got older, he evolved into the American
poet of higher consciousness, a guru of understanding the
mysterious life we share, crafting a shelf-ful of poetical devices
that were entertaining, illuminating, and funny.

What I liked best about him was his aversion to beautiful
language. It was unlike him to milk the lyricism from a line. He
liked words that grunted, hrmphed, and even sneered. I remember
him paraphrasing the book of Matthew, "Behold the lilies of the
field, they toil not, neither do they spin..." Bly's version came out
something like, "Look at the flowers, they don't have to work for
a living, but don't they look great?" [I will try to find the exact
quote.] I almost upchucked at the beauty of Bly's line, because he
focused on the attitude, not the gossamer. I will always love him
for that.

And I think we thought he belonged to us somehow, because we
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lived nearby.

It was a windfall for the young poets of the state, like myself, to
have a single poet at the ready who was like a hundred-headed
multipurpose elephant: guru, comedian, trickster, warrior, teacher,
poet and scold.

If you followed all those footsteps, you would be going every
direction at once. There was too much to be.

And tonight many of those young poets were on hand to hear the
old master. Only the master, supposedly getting on in years,
looked strong and irascible. And the disciples, sitting in three
reserved pews at the front of the old church, looked old, hairless,
baggy-eyed and droopy. Possibly some projection there.

His latest book, Talking Into the Ear of a Donkey, felt like his
summa of wisdom and self-deprecation, full of chastising asides
to himself ("Robert") about the vanities and presumptions of his
life. Every time he came to these places in his reading, the
audience smiled, cuz Bly was taking a gentle hack at himself.

It sounded suspiciously like humility ... except we knew him so
well.

It was a healthy night for me, as I got to say goodbye in my heart
to this fierce old con-man, whom I had put so much stock in. He
never knew this, and he barely knew me, but when I was 25 I did
everything he said, hoping to be a good disciple. Standing on a
blustery street corner on Cedar Avenue in Minneapolis, he told
me (as near as I can reconstruct the remark):

"Stop publishing, Irish. Get away from people whose good
opinions you desire. Live high in a tree. Repent!"

He was joking, and I think I may have added the 'repent' bit, but I
spent a lot of time in that tree. I agreed with him, and I stopped
showing my poems to people, stopped sending them out. I kept
writing, but I kept it to myself. I did it not just because this man
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told me to, but because I was learning there was danger, obsession,
contamination in the striving and doing.

So I went away, and for years only showed people my prose. And
now, suddenly, we both were in the same room again. He made
me feel old.

I know why -- because he kept going, and the rest of us spluttered
out. He was naturally mythic, we were naturally not.

As we were filing out of the nave, the line he was standing in
merged with my line, and I stood side by side with him. I decided
to say nothing. He never knew me, really, and I was a different
man at 60 than at 20. I looked levelly at him, and he regarded me
right back, and we went our respective ways.

I said it had been 33 years since I saw him. There was one
exception to that. Ten years earlier, during the buildup for the
invasion of Iraq, I attended a rally at Weyerhaeuser Chapel at
Macalester. And we participated in another memorable but
pointless showdown.

I gave a little talk that day about the "Mighty Wurlitzer" effect of
propaganda, and Robert was on hand to stir us up with some
Rumi, the great poet of the Tigris. I skipped his reading.

Afterward, I was in the lower level gallery, and the great man
made his way toward me amid the mobiles and art. He was
wearing his poncho and everything. I looked into his eyes and he
looked into mine. Here we go, I said to myself, as he drew near --
two old monks meeting on the windswept road, or a scene from a
spaghetti western.

"Is that the can down there?" he asked.

"Uh huh," I replied.

And that was our moment of healing.
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What to Read

Not the old things,
not matter how good
you remember them being.
They are not coming back.

But not the stuff you
whipped off yesterday,
that you're still in the grasp of,
but maybe aren't ready.

Do the ones from
about three weeks ago,
that you wrestled with,
that still amaze you
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Angela Peckenpaugh

It makes me sad that Angela Peckenpaugh gave so much of her
life to writing and to art, and so little appears about her on her
Amazon page.

I knew Angela, but only a bit. I lived in an apartment building
beside her apartment building on Bradford Avenue in Milwaukee,
from 1982-85.

She was a familiar figure in Milwaukee literary circles. She was
attractive, and fun-loving, and had an eye for beauty, When I
knew her she was exploiting the new color Xerox technologies,
creating "still-lifes" on the photocopier glass using feathers,
ribbons, berries, skeleton keys, and other things she found in
antique shops.

She was smart, and I wanted to be known by her. I wanted her to
like me, or to see that I was worth knowing. But we never quite
became friends. I remember one night we played pool in a bar,
and to make a shot she spread herself across the billiard table,
aware of the effect she was having on those of us around her.

I searched the Internet for a picture of her, and could find only
one, a group shot of her with writer friends.

Angela was a teacher, a poet, an artist, and a character. She was
canny -- yet seemed to live in her own world. She was a woman
in love with beauty, and I mourn her passing, in 1997, though I
just learned of it today -- by suicide.
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The Poem Room

It is a place of shame,
the only room with a lock
on the door.

To make it come out
you loosen your garments
and drop them to the floor.

There is paper there
for you to use,
one sheet after another.

But when you are done
how proud you are
of what you have authored.

You want to call people in
to show them what
you've made

and they smile
because they don't want
you to feel dismayed,

but in the end it is
the one thing you do
that is expressly you
with the stink of truth.
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